
Basic Sight Words 
These lists are to be used at home to help your child/ren learn the sight words automatically. 
This will support reading, writing and spelling progress. 
Ways in which these can be used: 

- As flashcards holding up to be read one at a time. 
- Laid out on floor/table, ask child to find a particular word. 
- Make a second set and play memory. 
- Make sentences using the words. 

To help with writing and spelling you can also have children write the words. 
The goal is for the words to be read as quickly as possible.  

 

Magenta (25) ~ Levels 1 and 2  
I like going is 

mum look the am 
said to at went 

in me here my 
on dad a and 

come up can sat 
for    
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Red (28) ~ Levels 3, 4 and 5  
we get put with 
go no they today 

was where you she 
he this are will 
as too not but 

likes down big it 
little see so looked 
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Yellow (32) ~ Levels 6, 7 and 8 
when came one it’s 
make an with  all  
back day  into Oh 
out play ran do 
take that then there 
him saw his got 

looking  of  yes mother 
from her baby father 
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Blue (40) ~ Levels 9, 10 and 11 
have help here’s home 

let need again laugh 
soon talked could had 
find end an making 

under very were your 
walk girl about as 
don’t last what now 

let goes because next 
than fun bag coming 
did or cake run 
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Green (50) ~ Levels 12, 13 and 14 
always good walked know 

please them use want 

next feel just left 

best house old their 

right over love still 

took thank you school much 

brother sister round another 

myself new some asked 

called made people children 

away water how Mrs 

if I’m Mr who 

didn’t  can’t after our 

time most   
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These lists are to be used at home to help your child/ren learn the sight words automatically. 
This will support reading, writing and spelling progress. 
To help with writing and spelling you can also have children write the words. 

The goal is for the words to be read as quickly as possible.  
Orange (65)~ Levels 15 and 16 

man took think long 

things wanted eat everyone 

two thought dog well 

more I’ll  tree shouted 

us other food through 

way been stop must 

red door right sea 

these began boy animals 

never work first lots 

that’s gave something bed 

may found live say 

night small three head 

town I’ve  around every 

garden fast only many 

laughed let’s suddenly told 

word forgot  better bring 

push    
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This will support reading, writing and spelling progress. 
To help with writing and spelling you can also have children write the words. 

The goal is for the words to be read as quickly as possible.  

Turquoise (75) ~ Levels 17 and 18 
car couldn’t king great 

why cried keep room 

last jumped even before 

gran clothes tell key 

place boat window sleep 

window sleep feet morning 

queen each book its 

green different  let which 

inside any hat snow 

air trees bad tea 

top eyes fell friends 

box dark grandad there’s 

better hot sun across 

gone hard really wind 

wish eggs once stopped 

ever miss cold park 

live birds duck horse 

rabbit white he’s river 

does long shout ball 

I’m    
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The goal is for the words to be read as quickly as possible.  
Purple (85) ~ Levels 19 and 20 

giant looks along plants 

dragon pulled we’re fly 

grow above during themselves 

bigger heard brought high 

turn change upon important 

outside swimming family following 

together finish happy tomorrow 

grandma uncle grandpa aunty 

sometimes clock money year 

already leave goodbye paper 

life gone between having 

both noise tries earth 

inside number easily often 

enjoy lady onto later 

won against dry anyone 

excuse lucky answer fruit 

minutes plenty biggest heavy 

mountain sacred break icecream 

mouth throw tonight centre 

lesson climb listen visit 

deep live plant afraid 

able    
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To help with writing and spelling you can also have children write the words. 
The goal is for the words to be read as quickly as possible.  

Gold (100)~ Levels 21 and 22 
bathroom burst afternoon cushion 

afterwards customer alike difficult 

alright dinosaur buy banana 

face brown fastest fault 

few tried wait gigantic 

naughty photograph while pie 

piece weird world replied 

you’re air believe getting 

interesting  accident boxes happened 

invent add breakfast hello 

invite altogether bubble shopping 

arrive hope special awful 

beginning hoping awake behind 

summer backwards calm trouble 

become decided twelve bedroom 

finally instead twenty ache 

blanket though allow build 

quarter Monday Tuesday Wednesday 

Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday 

assembly somebody balance finished 

ballet hole square hour 

barbeque basket however knife 

actually activity parents camera 

address blown careful picked 
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adventure question quietly hospital 
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